
CL NOTICE 0602-2
REVISED

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at:  9:00 A.M. Date:  June 2, 2003

Location:  Committee Room  3

Remarks:

HCR 3 SCHNEIDER CONGRESS:   Memorializes congress to support the
President's agenda on  legal reform 

HCR 172 BOWLER CIVIL/ACTIONS:   Requests the Louisiana State Law
Institute to study certain  concepts related to property law
in Louisiana

HB 576 LEBLANC LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR:   (Constitutional
Amendment)  Prohibits certain political  activities by the
legislative auditor and his employees and  prohibits a
former legislative auditor from qualifying for  elected
public office for two years after he leaves office
(Technical Review Only)

 
HB 592 JOHNS MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL:   Provides relative to

medical malpractice and hospital and  nursing home
management companies 

HB 598 JOHNS NURSING HOMES:   Provides injunctive relief for
nursing home residents 

HB 666 THOMPSON PROPERTY:   (Constitutional Amendment)  Requires
authorization, either  express, legal, or implied, to enter
upon or remain upon the  private property of another,
whether movable or immovable 

HB 1073 DIEZ PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION:   Repeals certain
content requirements of a petition for  expropriation 

SB 60 LENTINI TRESPASS:   Constitutional amendment to provide that a
person must have  authorization, either express, legal or
implied, to enter upon  or remain upon the private property
of another, whether movable  or immovable.
(2/3-CA13s1(A)) 

SB 232 HAINKEL MALPRACTICE:   Changes certain definitions for
purposes of medical malpractice  claims. 

SB 251 LENTINI TRUSTS:   Provides for matters that are relative to the
Louisiana Trust  Code, the beneficiaries of a trust, the
powers of a trustee,  and the principal and income of a
trust. 

SB 322 LENTINI MALPRACTICE:   Provides relative to expert opinions
rendered by a medical  review panel. 

SB 410 LENTINI CIVIL PROCEDURE:   Provides Civil Code Articles for
Deposit, Deposit with  Innkeepers, Conventional
Sequestration, and Judicial  Sequestration.  (1/1/04) 



SB 423 MCPHERSON (TBA) CIVIL PROCEDURE:   Authorizes federal court judges
to perform marriage ceremonies  within the state.  (gov
sig) (Subject to Rule Suspension)

SB 473 HINES SUCCESSIONS:   Provides for inheritance rights of
children born after death of  the parent. 

SB 565 IRONS MARRIAGE:   Provides exceptions from the seventy-two
hour delay for certain  marriage ceremonies in Orleans
Parish. 

SB 625 IRONS PUBLIC NUISANCES:   Provides for penalties pursuant
to the issuance of a final  injunction relative to public
nuisances. 

SB 637 HEITMEIER EXPROPRIATION:   Repeals requirement that DOTD
send to the property owner 30  days before the filing of a
petition in a "quick take"  expropriation an itemized
statement of the owner's loss or  damage, the methodology
used in the estimate, and the names of t 

SB 684 ULLO LIABILITY:   Provides for civil immunity from liability
for forceful entry  to secure protective custody. 

SB 685 ULLO CIVIL PROCEDURE:   Provides for civil immunity for
coroners and support staff. 

SB 748 HAINKEL CIVIL PROCEDURE:   Provides for residents of a
nursing home or health care  facility to have a personal
right of action and assert an  injunctive relief action. 

SB 968 B JONES MEDICAID:   Provides for DHH's right to recover
medical assistance  payments. 

________________________________________
 RONNIE JOHNS

Chairman
 


